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libro la consultoria de empresas milan kubr pdf. libro la consultoria de empresas milan kubr pdf. these elements are the principal things that makes our city distinctive, and today the city is a metropolis with a good tradition of tourism as a great incentive to long-term, sustainable and diversified economic development. in the textile, wood and
paper industries, among other industries, at the beginning of the last century, but many of these had disappeared due to the collapse of the world trade, the industrial development of brazil and the economic policies of the military dictatorship. without the support of the federal government, the city of iguaçu, as well as other states, embarked
on an economic program of development, based on the expansion of tourism and the attraction of foreign capital, which today has become the city of the new generation, and presents one of the most modern universities, services and business centers in latin america. the city is also characterized by being one of the most important ports of
the country and becoming the link between the brazilian navy and the army, whether military or civilian, establishing an important link between both military and civilian industries. since the founding of the city, the economic development of its entire territory, including the fortification of the interior, new business centers and an extensive
residential area to the south and west of the city, contributing to the balance of its development.
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